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Msgr . John Urell
Diocese of Orange
2811 last villa Real Drive
orange, G. 92667

Saint .Line Institute
March 1, 1994

Fe : Msgr . Michael A. Harris
2LI f12247

Dear Msgr . Ureil :

We thank you for your kind assistance in helping us conduct
an assessment with Ksgr. Harris. Your willingness to collaborate
with us is such appreciated and a substantial aid to our efforts .
We are also appreciative of the assistance of Xenneth lineman,
Ph .D .

As you know, Ksgr . Harris is a 47-year-old priest of the
Diocese of Orange. Me was referred to it . Luke Institute for an
evaluation because of allegations that he sexually molested four
adolescents- three young sales and one young female .

one alleged v ctim,

	

was a student at a hiuh school
where Ksgr . Marris was assiquaa (1176-1227) . while

	

was a
student approximately aged 16-17,

	

claimed that `Michael
used to masturbate in front of him" both at his of tics and at the
school .

	

told his mother about this about 2-3 years ago and
swore her to secrecy . He also told his brothers . After
recent death of ArDs ' his mother felt free to reveal the allega-
tions .

An attorney that befriended revealed to the Diocese
that two clients of hers claimed to have been molested by Megr .
Harris when they ware students at the high school . The attorney
believes them and added that the allegations included mutual
masturbation, fondling, oral sex and 'possibly penetration ."

The attorney has not provided the names of the clients who
alleged the abuse because one *will never come forward" and the
other is now in therapy and will "scan be able to talk about this
publicly ."

A patient of another therapist spoke about being molested
by Msgr. Harris . This person is a woman and said she was molest-
ed at age 13 or 14 . This person has not come forward publicly
either .
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tlsgr . Morris reportedly denied the cbarga to the Diocese .
At saint Luke Institute, he did net deny nor stilts he ahSrgas
After being told that whatever he said wsvld be included is a
report to bis &Lee"*, he repeated his statcmczt that be bas been
in 'relationship' with the your people and it way be that his
gestures have been 'misinterpreted.w

wsyr. Morris was referred to Saint Lmk. Institute for an
evaluation .

ltsgr . Morris was given the following elements at oar evalua-
tien ProtocolI

I . a psycposooLal interview,
2. A clinical interview,
3 . A physical sad aoarolagiaal enaainatien.
i . An nectrocasdiogsan,
5. A chest X-ray,a . Beycho

	

l tasting battery inshsdiny personality andIwo at a tests
7 . lr

	

log ai l tasting including intelligence tests,
aorory tests, the daLtaad-aaitan $e ropsyahological tests,

s . spiritual Ass.ssswrnt .

Tb∎ following are the resuitsa

PS _WCUL HTSTUZ . We take an atansive history of our
clients' bacogreurtd in order to

understand the impact of early events an their cement behavior .
A1thargh now . warris save as details .t bit baaugtusnd history,
only the clinically relevant Laferantisa will be gives in this
report. *mgr. Morris said be could not member wot of hit
childhood and implied that be my have psychologically 'bleckedw
sera; of the memories .

Michael reported a family history which had considerable
tramp. Kim notbos had been physically and emotionally abused by
her own mother including being batten and looted in a dark clos-
et. Michael described his grandmother as a very sick woman. It
was apparent that Michael's mother suffered pecanse of bar own
upbringing and his grandmother bad a powerful and negative influ-
ence on the family .

niahssi's mother eventually became an active alcoholic and
died of disease" related to alooaoltsm . Her alcoholism created
further problems in tie family . Because of bar drinking, bis
mother's personal and professional life and their hose life ∎all
fall apart."

At ties& Mlehael salt ale" to his mother and at other times
he was enraged with her drinking . war drinking problem began
during the onset of Michael"s adolescence which he-said, "made
natters worse" for-him .
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Michael said he is like tis mother in his being compassion-
ate and caring plus being successful at work . Me said he is also
like his mother in that be has "some addictiees and caapulsicns .N

His father was largely absent from the family. Hm worked
several job∎ at a time . Michael was not close to his father .
Avoidance was the way his father seemed to deal with the family
problems . Michael spoke of often fooling ashamed and sabar-
rassed, especially as an adolescent and young adult .

Michael said he is like his father in that ha is a hard
worker, "almost compulsive .' In tact, Michael called himself a
workaholic, which appears to be accurate . me works ssvon days a
week from about sax to io30pm .

nsgr . Harris spoke of other family crises such as "dad
losing his job," a baby brother who died at birth, and the death
of his grandparents .

Michael recalled other difficult events . He recalled the
nuns at his school being "cruel ." for example, at else point, he
was doing a math problem and the teacher publicly ridiculed his .

h these in withal 'a history was a lack of nurturanee and
comfort and emotional isolation . At later points in his life,
some of Michael's actions appear to be directed at receiving (and
giving) the comfort that he did not receive as a child .

When he was about 12 years old, be w∎ on a ride at Disney-
land and he was loaning up against the man behind his . The man
had an erection which Michael found to be confusing and unwanted .

Regarding his sexual history, Michael found pubatty to be e
difficult time . He said he did not feel prepared and found
himself "taking it up as I wont along ." There was much "quilt,
fear and confusion ."

At the age of 13-14, Michael reported a sexual relationship
with another boy his age . The relationship lasted about one
year .

do dated mass teenage girls but the relationships were
"largely platonic.' Me hugged and kissed some girls . When asked
it he found the experience sexually stisulatinq, he said, "yes
and no. . . not profoundly ."

Michael said that same of his sexual fantasies continue to
be hesosexually oriented . Me said he is still predominantly
attracted to young men between the ages of 20 ∎nd 70 years old .
In one of the interviews, be did admit that he has boon sexually
aroused while hugging adolescent boys .

Michael said that sexuality Ls an area of conflict and
concern for him . He wrote, "Generally I sublimate my sexuality
with bard work and long lours ."

Hsgr. Harris said that he continues to experience confusion
regarding his sexual orientation. 'At times I real I am ∎till in
sexual adolescence . Contusion, compulsion, unresolved need ful-
fillment, quilt, tear anxiety, etc ., are still a part of my life
in this regard ."

	

'
When Michael was asked how he would feel if ha found out he

were homosexually oriented,' he responded, "confused, it* a
struggle, abnormal, upset, down on calf, bad ." When asked bow he
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would tool if he found out he were attracted to adolescents, ha
said, "the sane (as above! , even sore so ." it say be that sere
of his confusion around his sexual orientation is the result of
these strongly negative feelings about Ids sexuality and procliv-
ities towards young men .

Msgr . tarris said he will sometimes get ideas in his head .
often sexual ideas, which "preoccupy as" and he has to sake a
"conscious effort to shift out of it.'* He called this a "compul-
sive" aspect to his sexuality . Sometimes, masturbation allows
him to "shift out of it ."

risgr . Harris did not answer questions about sexual experi-
ences after high school . Me did say that after ordination sass
women andsome children have flirted with his .

When he was asked what the feelings of an adult sight be if
this same adult had bean sexually involved with an adolescent,
Michael said the adult might want to "care, to reach out, to
console, to love . • This was the same phrase he used when do-
scribing what he would like to experience from the therapists at
saint Luke's. Perhaps, in Michael's search for the nurturing
that he did not receive as an adolescent with the onset of his
mother's alcoholism, he is been searching for, ∎nd trying to
give, this nurturance to young sales .

PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY & BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATIONS :

Ksgr . Harris has been in -outpatient therapy several times .
He first went into therapy from 1972 to 1973 with a psychiatrist
who treated his for about mine months, once a weak. He went in
for anxiety and sexual conflicts . This was around the time that
he began to work as a high school teacher in addition to parish
work .

He later entered therapy with Dr . Gottschalk, another psy-
chiatrist, in the late 1170's for about one year . MS returned to
therapy in the aid-i'n's to Dr, Gottschalk for another year,
and since this past December he has reconnected with Dr . Gott-
achelk . in addition to weekly sessions, he has been treated with
Xanax (anti-anxiety) which he continues to take .

Richest reported that he has a long history of anxiety
related symptom . He had "alot of stomach problems in the semi-
nary" which were related to anxiety and stress . From 1172 to the
present, he has experienced about o or 12 periods of significant
anxiety in which he has problems sleeping, he loses his appetite
and has problems concentrating and focusing . He teals drained,
fearful, anxious and tired . Michael will wake up at night with
his ores tones and fists clenched over his head .

Msgr. Harris said he is currently experiencing one of these
periods of anxiety which is the Longest and most intense experi-
ence to data . Ha is able to function but he has to work hard to
get through these periods .

During the evaluation week, Msgr . Harris' external demeanor

v
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was striking for its calmness . W looked vary good and presented
a `put together" exterior . This was so much the come that Mi-
chael reported that some residents began to aomXide in him as if
he were a therapist.

This calm and "tpgethar" exterior we -In marked contrast to
the level of distress vbicq Kishael reported . The stress, anxie-
ty, conflict and upset which he experiences internally were not
manifested externally .

Kichael demonstrated a narrow range of smations . The only
emotions demonstrated were when Michael showed a slight amount of
sadness and grief when asked what as adult would feel attar
having molested young people . Michael spoke of the grief and
remorse that would be present .

Several times, Kicheel reported that be heeded badly to
grieve and to cry but he is mot able to do so .

Ksgr. Harris reported so personal or family history of
sexual abuse . Kim personal alcohol usage includes about two
drinks of scotch and/or wine a week . alters was no family history
of mental illness or alcoholism except the alcoholics of his
mother and the emotional problems of his mother and grandu ther
noted previously .

Because of his anxiety and mood problems, Kicheal lost i]
pounds since last 1eptssberp he has recently gained s-6 the
pounds back .

Ksgr . Harris reported no active suicidal ideation . so did
make statements such oat aI wish God would take me" but there
appeared to be no significant suicidal risk .

Kegr . Harris was fully oriented to his person, the place,
and the ties . There was no sign of psychotic process.

LEGAL STATUS:

time .

r

There are no civil or criminal charges in process at this

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION AND LABORATORY t AJ flNAfON:
While with us, Hsyr . Harris underwent a physical examination

by our
tco

nsutatin internal medicine . Upon examination, be was
weighed Ila lbs. His blood pressure was 114/TS.

Examination of the head and neck were unremarkable with no
evidence of thyroid pathology . Chest and eardievescular examina-
tions wars within normal limits . An abdominal .emam revealed no
liver or spleen enlargement r other nodular* . His extremities
Mere normal . A neurological exam revealed normal coordination
and reflexes . His ld and chest x-ray were normal .

Ksgr. Harris underwent a thorough laboratory examination at
part of his evaluation . His cholesterol was elevated at 31]
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KG/DL (normal range 148-200 MG/DL) . His triglycerides wars sig-
nificantly elevated at 339 KG/DL (normal range 45-200 N$/DL) .
There ware no elevations in his liver mssyme s . There was no
evidence of past or current sewually transmitted diseases . His
WV test was negative . His urinalysis was normal . There ware no
drugs in his system . A special test of hormones (testosterone)
known to correlate with sexual urgency was within normal limits .

Ksgr. Harris has a history of colon polyps . Our internist
recommended that he have regular colonoscopies, including one at
this time, to ensure that the polyps have not returned-

Michael reported difficulties urinating and frequent urina-
tions that may be related to prostate problems . Our internist
recommended he sea a urologist .

it was also recommended that Michael go on a low fat, low
cholesterol diet .

overall, Msgr . Harris appeared to be in good health.

NEUROFSWHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION : As part of our evalua-
tion we examine the

functioning of the brain, since the brain mediates all perception
and experience . On the testing, Nsgr . Harris's Verbal IQ was in
the Very Superior range (135), his Performance IQ was in the
superior range (120), and his overall to was in the very Superior
range (133) . This suggested that Michael has excellent intallac-
tual skills . His greatest strength is in his verbal Abilities
while his Performance Skills were significantly lower, although
stiLl &have average .

In the neuropsychological testing. Ksgr. Harris showed
inconsistent, scattered deficits .

He had significant difficulties with his Memory for Non-
verbal material . There was mild impairment in his immediate
ability to Recall simple Figures but his delayed ability to
Recall Simple Figures was within normal limits . There wars signs
of mild impairment in his Incidental Spatial and Tactile smeary .
His ability to Recall Complex Figures was markedly impaired .

His Memory for Verbal material was variable and inconsist-
ent. There was mild impairment in his rsarntnq of Word Pairs and
in his Immediate Story Recall . Kim Delayed Story Recall was
markedly impaired but his Recall of word Pairs was within normal
limits .

His Frontal Lobe functioning was excellent and consistent
with his IQ scores .

nis Abstraction/problem Solving Abilities fluctuated . His
Verbal Abstraction and Complex Verbal Problem-Solving abilities
were vary good . His Complex Nonverbal Problem-Solvinq was bor-
derline impaired and his Mental flexibility showed mild to moder-
ate impairment .

Msgr . Marris' Attention and Concentration skills were a
relative weakness . His Auditory Discrimination of Verbal seteri-
al was very good but his Nonverbal matarlal was borderline in-

6
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paired for his level of intelligence . His Numerical Reasoning
was a relative weakness as was his ability to Recall Digits .

Tactile,a°1try
anSensory

il abilities.
option

.
was

	

!lent inelndiAq

His Motor Functioning was good . tie visual Perception was
grossly within normal !bits.

overall, there was 44r of
l

bsisrline to aiLd noiropsy ho-
logical doticits, pasTogs arly La Hon-verbal Hasery,
Attention/concentration aid are in Vessel. .

The pattern of tee deficits .meet that

	

ere probablY
Dot organically leased. 1htlaslr, they we 1.1 kely to

	

citations
and a result of the significant internal stress that withal is
under. Hiohsel did not report say diftieulties in Meaty .at this ties, we 60 not rseaansed tallow-up neuropsytslogi-
cal testing, His Masory skills should be monitored to ensure
that they rate= to normal as the strum subsides .

PSYCHOLOGICAL'TBSTQ*G: our psytslogices %astisg is an
important part of ever evaluation

process- It allows as to compass responses sat clients make. to
objective wows and to validate our iakarvisw ispressicus through
test data. Psydaelagioal tatty Is divided into two different
parts . Psrsosa3tty testing assesses a client's personality style
as veil

elMiing. o~vsSeal distress `e or she is
currently testing allows us to aeons a
client's std saaltHessss ithey handle their think-
ing am their eating life. It also allow us to understand sass
of the con!lietual psychological iospss that a client any be
experiencing .

3&W. Barrio took a personality inventory called the Miroao-
sota #halt# la Personality Inventory, Second Edition. [MMlZ-ii .
no produced a valid MMP2-2 profile .

Xisdasal endorsed a number of JOWL-2 items which were indica-
tive at the tension and anxiety he is tooling such ass "1 an a
high-strung persona ; OW sleep fitful and disturbed)* and In
work under a great deal of tawLon .N

His responses also indicated sexual problems . He endorsed
each statements ass "I am worried about seat=" and "Z'rish I were
not bothered by t is about soot." When given the statemant,
"I have ' nae,er •Ladulled in any uwsnal sex para cttan, ∎ Michael an-

His overall IOW#-2 profits was typical of someone who say
appear charming and toads to make a good first impression .
Nevertheless, such people can he superfiota! and Untrustworthy in
interpersonal relations . Such peopts have A tandeney to act
impulsively and use other peopleple far their own gratification .

People with these profiles tend to be immature and have
difficulties with authority. Michael's responses suggested
someone who experiences conflicts concerning his sex-role identi-

7
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ty . He is likely to have insecurities regarding his maleness .
Kichasi's profile was similar to those who arm prone to the

development of addictive problems .
Msgr. Harris also took the Milton Clinical Kultiaxial Inven-

tory, Second edition (MCKI-II) . Again cm the WQU-II, Michael
endorsed items indicative of anxiety plus signs that his anxiety
and internal conflicts arm manifested in somatic symptoms.

Michael endorsed the statement, "I protect myself from
trouble by never letting people know much about se." Despite his
charming nature and many personal contacts at work, the testing
and Kichnal's statements suggested that he is amotianally isolat-
ad .

The xoni-tx results suggested someone who solicits the
attention of others and is dependent upon the support of others .
His fear of losing emotional nurturance from others may compel
his to be compliant and obliging . At times, he may be superfi-
cially charming . When faced with interpersonal tensions, he is
likely to try to maintain an air of buoyancy and wall-being .

Underneath an entertaining exterior is likely to be re-
pressed anger and frustrations which may erupt at times . Thu
loss of a significant source of emotional support and guidance
may prompt acute distress .

These MCMI-II test findings were supported by Michael's
responses in the clinical interviews . me tries very hard to be
successful and appreciated by others. in a narcissistic-like
fashion, Michael finds emotional support from his workaholic
achievements and public recognition . This is his major source of
support at this time . These "narcissistic emotional supplies"
are now being threatened by the allegations of child sexual abuse
and causing his such distress .

On the Back Depression Inventory, Msgr. Harris endorsed
items suggesting that he is currently experiencing depressive
symptoms at clinical significance . Tbs Revised wZo-Personality
Inventory (NEC-FI-R} also noted significant depressive symptoms .

The MEO-Pi-R profile was typical of scasane who is poor at
controlling impulses and desires, although able to handle stress .
He is likely to be active and sociable yet this affability say
mask personal feelings of insecurity and low self-esteem .

Michael also took several projective tests : the Incomplete
Sentence Blank, the Rorschach, the House-Tree-Person Projective
Drawings and the Draw-a-Parson Projective Drawings .

Msgr. Harris produced a valid Rorschach protocol. The
Rorschach suggested that Michael has good capacities for . dealingwith stress_ However, the currant circusatances are resulting In
a significant increase in situationally related stress .

His potential for impulsiveness was reported in the Rorsch-
ach results . In ambiguous or complex situations he is vulnerable
to disorganization in thinking, affect and/or behavior .

The Rorschach highlighted a tendency toward a narcissistic-
like oyarvaluinq of his self-worth . Thus, Kichael is likely to
try to reaffirm and protect this exaggerated sense of self-worth
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perhaps through rationalisation, externalisation and denial .
This makes it difficult to establish meaningful and deep Later .
personal relations .

underneath this appearance of a high self-worth are likely
to be sore perceived negative features of self-image. As Michael
said in the interview, he experiences a same of 'self-loathing ."

The Rorschach noted a marked sexual preoccupation . At the,
same time ; it suggested that Michael say be socially isolated .

Despite his external affability, the Rorschach suggestedthat $mgr . Harris say have negative, angry attitudes toward the
environment. While these attitudes say not be manifested direct-
ly, he i∎ vulnerable to having distorted perceptions of situa-
tions, particularly when negative feelings are aroused_

Given the environment in which he was raised, it is not
surprising that Michael would have such negative attitudes . It
will be important for his to learn to develop a sense of trust
and learn to satisfy his needs for warmth and comfort in healthy,
interpersonal relationships with pears .

SPERM

Michael is strongly committed to priesthood and afraid of
what will happen to him in the- future . Ed enjoys celebrating
liturgy and presiding at sacramental functions .

in the seminary and during his first years of priesthood,
Michael had several consoling experiences of God in which he felt
good about himself and caked for and consoled . Re agreed that
these are the only tiaras he has felt this way . Re currently
struggles with feelings of self-loathing.

ilsgr . Harris reported that be is not being "fed" spiritual-
ly. His excessive work leaves his little time to pray or take
care of his own spiritual needs . While he acts as public cale-
brant of liturgical functions, he engages in little or no private
prayer except for a few minutes of the Rosary before he falls
asleep . He uses the Rosary not only as a prayer but as a repeti-
tious act to help him fall asleep .

upon inquiry, Michael said that be is afraid to spend time
alone praying . Ms is afraid of what will surface . His vorkabol-
ism and lack of prayer are signs of his. difficulty facing inter-
nal conflicts .

xsgr. Harris said he is trying to reconcile the notion of a
good God and the presence of evil in the world . This is also
true of his person as well : Michael is not able to reconcile the
good persona that he shows to the world with the self-loathing
and conflict he feels within .

It is recommended that Msgr . Harris begin to revitalize his
spiritual life including instituting short periods of daily
private prayer. we believe that this revitalization of his
spiritual life will be an important part of his recovery .
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DMGNOSES:

Axis I : Paraphilia Not otherwise specified, ephebapbilia, sass
sex, non-exelusiva, 307 .00

Anxiety Disorder Mot Otherwise specified. 300 .66
Adjustment Disorder With Depressed flood . 30! .00

Axis IX: Personality-Disorder Not Otherwise specified with
prominent narcissistic traits and dependent traits,
301 .90

Axis III : elevated cholesterol and triglycerides
history of poI

	

in colon
mild nerba

	

rygint impairment primarily. with
vonverbal

	

ry, Attsntiontionlooaeeetration, and
some Verbal McMory abilities, probably secondary
to ∎ituational stress .

SUMMARY AND RBCOMMENMIJOIC :

nsgr. Harris did not dany or confirm that the allegations
were true . Named on the testing and the interviws, our clinical
teas believes that there is soetanea to the allegations . It has
bean our experience that in many cases like these, the allega-
tion∎ that have surfaced are only a few of the actual incidents
of abuse that have occurred .

Michael indicated that he would be willing to be open about
the truth It the information would not be given to the Diocese or
be used in a court of law . While this position is understand-
able, Michael has always bees swot concerned about appearances
and his reputation at the expense of his own healing and inner
health . As a result, he has been applauded by the community but
he has become isolated, confused, anxious and depressed .

Mugr. Harris needs to choose recovery and integrity over
appearances and reputation . This will be a hard choice tar his.
Because of the tack of support and emotional warmth in his dys-
functional family, it appears that Michael learned to survive by
looking good and pertorn veil . An a child, this was his only
option . As an adult, Michael realises that this method or coping
is no longer working. He is committed to a change .

We support that casmitsent. we believe that with hard work
and therapeutic assistance, Michael can learn a new way of inter-
acting with the world- one that includes healthy relationships
and a balanced life . Michael has tried to give and qat warmth
from young people in dysfunctional ways . We after him the possi-
bility of learning to relate to his pears in more satisfying
ways .

The evaluation team at et . Luke Institute recommends residen-

1n
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tial treatment for Msgr . merrie . Me has boon in outpatient
therapy several times with some benefit. However, to data, it
has not provided the milieu tar the substantive . change which he
seeks .

Also, Michael has excellent verbal skills which are a bless-
ing as well as a problem. In verbal therapies he is able to talk
about his feelings and he knows the *right" answers and can
verbalise them easily. But this does not get at his problems.

one of the tasks for Michael is that he needs to "feel his
feelings" instead of. sorely thinking about them . The variety of
non-verbal therapies available, in a residential t vatmoat program
will Challenge his to pat beyond his intellect and polished
exterior to the pain and straggles within .

Also, in a residential treatment program, .hagr . Harris will
be given an opportunity to learn how to develop health poor
relationships, Ms will be tempted to keep up his polished exts-
rior and he say try to mist becoming a patient. It will be a
step forward wbon Michael can become vulnerable to his peers and
receive assistance from them .

she evaluation team recaseends the following:

1 . Inpatient treatment at saint Luke Institute,

2 . so na npsnisod contacts with minors In the intarim .

3 . Follow-up the sodSoa! re

	

sdattaes : =laaasmpy
to check for pplypet mrologist to cheek Pros'ta'te
and urinary problems; low tat, low cholesterol
diet,

4 . Increased attention to his spiritual life Sac!uding
aa31p Peruse of private prayer-

we wish to thank Msgr. Harris for his cooperation during the
intensive, evaluation process . It wail a Joy to have his here at
saint Luke aid we sand him our best wishes.

we are most appreciative of the kind cooperation of Msgr .
Until for the evaluation . it was of great assistance to us .

we hope that this process has bean a help to the Diocese of
Orange and to Msgr . Harris. If there is any way we can be of
assistance in the suture, please do not hesitate to ask-

we thank you tar your confidence in St . Luke Instituta .and
we ask for your prayers for our ministry of healing .

%.I
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